SBE Events Abound at the 2015 NAB Show

With the NAB Show just days away, be sure you include the many SBE events on your convention calendar. While the Ennes Workshop kick starts the convention on Saturday, the highlight for SBE members is the annual Membership Meeting, which will be followed by a reception. The Membership Meeting will be held on Tuesday, April 14, at 6 p.m. in room S228. The Membership Meeting brings you up to date on all the SBE activities and programs, and it includes a recognition of SBE chapter certification chairmen who have achieved milestone service years, and updates on implementation of the society’s strategic plan, programs and government relations efforts. Everyone attending will be eligible to win prizes, including a Blackmagic Design Studio Camera (courtesy of the Membership Meeting sponsor Blackmagic Design), a $300 gift card for Fry’s Electronics, restaurant gift cards and SBE beverage tumblers. You’ll want to be one of the first in line, because the first 150 people at the meeting will receive an SBE-logoed USB plug-in charger.

The Membership Reception starts immediately after the meeting at 7 p.m. also in room S228. There will be light snacks and drinks available. The SBE thanks the Sustaining Member sponsors of the Membership Reception for their support in making the reception possible:

Gold Sponsor: Emerson
Silver Sponsors: Comrex, Gepco/General Cable, JVC
Bronze Sponsors: AC Video Solutions, Econco, Jampro, Potomac Instruments, Sutro Tower, WideOrbit

There will also be a prize drawing at the reception. Five Fire HD 7 tablets will be given away, courtesy of Emerson. Check the complete event schedule on page 8 of this issue. You’ll find listings for several committee meetings, the board of directors meeting, SBE certification exams, and the daily booth prize drawing.

See you in Las Vegas.

Ennes Workshop Kicks off NAB Show Tech Program

By Fred Baumgartner, CPBE, CBNT, Trustee, Ennes Educational Trust

On Saturday April 11, The Ennes Educational Foundation Trust will present its 20th program at the NAB Show in room S219. Over the years, the popularity of the program has grown, attracting more than 300 broadcast engineers for the day-long, largely tutorial program. Attendance requires a full NAB registration, and SBE members receive a partner discount. PBS Techcon and PREC attendees can attend with their badges.

Every year, we tackle the topic broadcast engineers most need to know. This year, we look at the “All IP Facility.” It seems inevitable that BNC, XLR and other connectors, as well as the linear, dedicated, real-time content connections they represent, will fade away in favor of the ubiquitous Ethernet connection. Everything we do in real-time or content transfer and transmission seems destined to be imbedded in some form of IP, along with all the ancillary control, monitoring, synchronization, and information functions. What isn’t virtualized will reside on hardware with essentially only that Ethernet connection, and the wiring scheme will simply be to connect to a software-defined network. This is a profoundly different kind of media facility – and it’s becoming real quickly.

The Day’s Plan

For some time, we have started the day early with a basic tutorial. This will be our longest, deepest, and most unique. Wayne Pecena will build an IP network from scratch, troubleshoot it, optimize it, and all along the way teaching us how to use what tools and procedures, when and where. It’s impossible in a few sentences to explain just who Wayne is and what role he has played with Ennes, the SBE’s educational efforts, PBS, and others. He has been widely recognized as a teacher’s teacher, and if you haven’t been a student of Wayne’s, let me say simply that the see ENNES WORKSHOP, p.9
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Membership Drive in Full Swing
Recruit a new member and help someone get the SBE Advantage

In 2014, the Society of Broadcast Engineers celebrated its 50th anniversary. While the society was founded to serve the needs of our members, it’s members like you who keep the society going.

As an SBE member, you already know the benefits of membership. Through educational programs, industry representation, legislative efforts, frequency coordination, career services and of course the most-respected certification program, SBE membership offers many advantages.

Chances are you know someone who could also benefit from being an SBE member. Perhaps you know someone who frequently attends your chapter meetings, but has not joined. We’re asking for your help in showing your colleagues the advantages of SBE membership, and if you recruit him or her during the Membership Drive, which runs until May 31, not only will the new member get the SBE advantage, you, as the recruiter, will benefit as well.

For every new member you recruit during the Membership Drive by having the new recruit list you as the sponsor on the chapter meeting application, you will receive $5 off your 2016 dues, up to $25. In addition, your name will be entered into the membership prize drawing for items that have been donated by SBE Sustaining Members, affiliated book publishers and the SBE. You receive one entry for each new, full dues-paying individual member you recruit. And for each Sustaining Member you recruit you’ll receive five entries.

The grand prize winner will be awarded a trip and full registration to the SBE National Meeting, held in conjunction with the Wisconsin Broadcasters Clinic, hosted by the Wisconsin Broadcasters Association and Wisconsin SBE chapters, in Middleton, WI, Oct. 13 - 15, 2015. The prize package includes round-trip airfare for one, two nights stay at the Madison Marriott West, and free admission to all national meeting and Clinic events.

Other prizes include two Tascam DR-05 recorders courtesy of BSW; a Comrex BRIC-Link II courtesy of Comrex; an FM-55 digital audio signal processor courtesy of Wheatstone; four Maine lobsters courtesy of Dielectric; a barbecue set courtesy of Tieline, a variety of shirts from Dielectric, DVEO, Heartland Video, and Tieline; glasses or mugs from Heartland Video and the SBE; attendance to an SBE University online course; a copy of SBE Certification Preview; and more.

Two SBE chapters will be presented Golden Recruiter Awards at the end of the drive. This recognizes a chapter, one each in the large and small chapter size divisions, that has the highest percentage of current SBE members participating in the Membership Drive. Participation is defined as recruiting one or more new members.

Help your colleagues get the advantage. Recruit them to join the SBE.

Renew Your Membership

The SBE dues renewal notices were mailed to Members, Senior Members, Fellow Members, Associate Members and Student Members in February, and you should have received yours by now. You can renew online at sbe.org, or return the renewal form by mail or fax. Renewing online is quick, easy and secure, and it’s available 24/7.

If you’re heading to the NAB Show, you can also renew your membership at the SBE booth, L30, which is at the north end of the South Hall upper lobby. The SBE booth hours are listed on page 8.

Questions about renewal, or perhaps you haven’t seen your renewal notice yet? Contact Scott Jones at the SBE National Office at 317-846-9000 or kjones@sbe.org. Don’t lose the benefits of SBE membership. Renew today.

A transistor circuit that can match a high impedance to a low impedance load is a:

A. common collector  
B. common emitter  
C. common grid  
D. common base

Certification Question
Answer on page 6
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
By Joe Snelson, CPBE, 8-VSB
SBE President
jsnelson@sbe.org

The Experience That Counts as Education

It’s hard for me to believe that the NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference (BEC) is just around the corner. By the time you receive this edition of The Signal the NAB Show will be just days away.

The NAB Show has always been an exciting time for me, as I’m sure it is for you if you have attended the show in the past. For me, this will be my 33rd consecutive show and a total of around 40! I recall my first NAB Show being in Chicago in a hotel conference facility. Yes, that was the same place where Ampex introduced its first commercial quadruplex video recorder in the late 1950s. And, no, I wasn’t there for that. I’m not that old.

Through my years of attending the NAB Show I can recall a couple of introductions to new technology that were very impressive for me as a young engineer in this business. The first that I recall was one of the first solid-state frame synchronizers introduced by NEC around 1973. We don’t think much about that today as they are ubiquitous and relatively inexpensive. The first one I saw occupied a full-height equipment rack and cost around $65,000! Nonetheless, it was impressive considering the current analog technology only yielded about 6.3% of a video line of correction versus a full frame. A few years later I worked vacation relief at ABC in Hollywood where they had two of these frame synchronizers in operation. But I saw it first, however, at an NAB convention.

One of the other major technological innovations I saw some years later at the NAB Show was the introduction of a solid-state imaging color camera. Again, many don’t think much about it now, but some of us remember the hours we spent “registering” color cameras, and we well recall one could never get it perfect. Don’t know what I mean by registering a camera? I am not talking about filing paperwork of ownership with a vendor or government agency. I am talking about overlaying the red and blue images over the green as to not have what we called the “comic strip” effect in the picture. Funny, that technique is sometimes used for special effects in television production using digital effects units. We used to get that effect for free when the cameras were fired up first thing in the morning. Honestly, I don’t miss those days, and I am glad to see technology evolve. Again, I saw this technology in action at the NAB Show.

From Experience

Here is why I gave the previous examples. I have always considered the NAB Show a part of my continuing education. This is where the broadcast and multimedia engineer has the opportunity to view first hand new technology and/or improvements on current technology. If you are able to obtain full registration for the show, there are technical papers presented covering radio, television, multimedia and more. That brings me to my next point about the NAB Show that involves the SBE.

As you know, the SBE is proud to partner with the NAB in putting together the Broadcast Engineering Conference. In fact, the majority of those that made up the planning committee for the BEC this year are SBE members. This is the committee that evaluates the abstracts of papers and selects those to be given at the conference.

One of the notable sessions, as always during the BEC, is the all-day Saturday SBE Ennes Workshop that is put together by SBE member Fred Baumgartner, CPBE, CBNT. This is a well-attended event and I encourage you to attend. It’s worth arriving earlier to the convention.

The SBE booth will be in the same location as it was last year, which is on the northern end of the second floor of the South Hall near the escalators. Be sure to stop by and say hello. And don’t forget to attend our Membership Meeting, which will be held in South Hall meeting room S228. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, which is when the exhibits close for the day. Immediately following the membership meeting we will hold a reception in the same room. This will be a great opportunity to visit with colleagues for a time of refreshments and fellowship.

Looking back over the first couple of months of the year, the SBE made available three new educational webinars. On February 4 Alan Jurison of iHeartMEDIA presented a webinar on HD Radio Advancements and Trends. This webinar was made available free to SBE members. I am pleased to report that we had more than 160 attendees for this webinar. If you missed it live you can still view the webinar by going to the SBE website and clicking on the education tab, then go to the On-Demand Webinars section. This webinar is free to SBE members courtesy of iBiquity Digital, who sponsored this event.

The second webinar, held on February 19, covered ATSC 3.0 and was presented by Dr. Richard Chernock, chief science officer at Triveni Digital. We had more than 56 attendees at this webinar. This webinar is a must for television engineers who have heard of ATSC 3.0 but are not aware of all the benefits the standard will offer. This webinar has also been archived and is also available on the SBE website (same location mentioned above) at a modest cost to SBE members.

I will also mention that the goal of our Education Committee is to make even more webinars available to our members this year. So, stay tuned!

April will be a busy month for many with the NAB Show upon us. If you are able to attend this year please don’t forget our membership meeting on Tuesday followed by a reception. And do stop by the SBE booth and say hello.
Don't Overlook Self Education

As this issue of The Signal reaches your mailbox, I hope you are beginning to pack your bag for a trip to Las Vegas for the 2015 Ennes Workshop and a week of the NAB Show. You can look forward to an event-filled week, and the Ennes Workshop offers a great way to start it. As you have probably seen, the Ennes Workshop will focus upon the IP-based broadcast facility. Presentations will range from the practical aspects of building an IP network, to the advanced, cutting-edge technology such as software-defined networking. The IT world is well engrained into the modern broadcast plant and IT knowledge has become a necessary skill and knowledge area for the broadcast engineer.

But, what if you are unable to attend the Ennes Workshop and the NAB Show this year? How do you keep up with ever-changing technology, and especially that of the IT industry as applied to the broadcast facility? I offer some thoughts regarding self-education and guiding your own professional development study program.

Self-education is an important part of one’s ongoing education. Your ongoing education program can be as simple as reading the many trade publications, and of course the Internet offers a wide range of resources. Some may be more valuable than others, but there is not a lack of information. Here are some recommendations for the broadcast engineer in regards to a self-directed professional development program with minimal cost involved.

A couple of Focal Press books first come to mind as appropriate primers to the IP based broadcast technical facility. Audio Over IP: Building Pro AoIP Systems with Livewire (Steve Church and Skip Pizzi, Focal Press 2010) offers a great overview of the IP networking technology behind the Livewire system. You can also expect some specifics related to the Axia Audio products, but this text offers a great foundation in the basics of IP networking as well as the more advanced multicast technology that most AoIP systems are based upon.

For the TV broadcast engineer, Planning and Designing the IP Broadcast Facility (Gary Olson, Focal Press 2015) offers a wide range of topics and considerations for the TV broadcast plant migration to an IP-based facility. Content workflow receives a significant amount of attention and is likely the most important design aspect in the IP facility.

But, what about some basic IP networking knowledge? The Internet offers a world of resources in this knowledge area. A challenge might be more focused of choosing the right content rather than finding the content. Many resources are focused upon obtaining various levels of Cisco certifications. Certainly valuable information can be found if you operate in a Cisco environment, but if you don’t, there is still value in the basic concepts. Some specific sources: Search on YouTube for Keith Barker (Keith6783), and you will find numerous 10-12 minute videos regarding about every aspect of IP networking. Many are Cisco-focused in terms of implementation examples, but Keith offers a wealth of knowledge for only the cost of your Internet connection. Another excellent resource are the guides offered by RouterAlley (RouterAlley.com). Aaron Balchunas offers some excellent study guides focused upon Cisco certifications self-study, but also provides some great to-the-point IP networking knowledge.

And of course, your SBE offers numerous online webinars and SBE University classes on IP networking and numerous broadcast engineering topics. I hope to see you in April at the Ennes Workshop and the NAB Show, but if you are not able to attend, don’t overlook the many resources available to you to continue your own professional development.

Bring an Ennes Workshop to Your Chapter in 2015

Now is the time to book your Regional Ennes Workshop for your SBE chapter or regional conference before the 2015 slots are filled. Don’t let this opportunity slip away. Contact Kristin Owens at the National SBE office for further information and to schedule a regional Ennes Workshop at your next SBE event in 2015. Remember, learning is a continuous process for the technology professional and certainly the broadcast engineer. Continuous learning is a key trait of the successful technology professional and the SBE Education Committee is at work to bring you quality professional development programs covering timely industry topics and delivered in several media!

As a member of Society of Broadcast Engineers, you could receive exclusive savings on auto and home insurance from Liberty Mutual.1

Along with valuable savings, you'll enjoy access to benefits like 24-Hour Claims Assistance.

For a free quote, call 1-800-524-9400 or visit www.libertymutual.com/sbe.

For more information on any SBE education program, contact Education Director Kristin Owens: kowens@sbe.org or 317-846-9000.
CERTIFICATION UPDATE

By Megan Clappe
SBE Certification Director
mclappe@sbe.org

A Timeline of SBE Certification
2015 marks the 40th anniversary of the SBE Program of Certification

A lot can happen in 40 years. The SBE Program of Certification celebrates this milestone in 2015. To illustrate how the program came to where it is now, we assembled this timeline of events in the program’s history.

1971 • SBE membership stands at 1,249 with 19 chapters
• Endorsements to FCC First Class License considered

1972 • Broadcast Engineer’s License discussed; would include experience record

1973 • Ben Wolfe creates first tests

1975 • April: NAB Convention: A New Broadcast License Certification Program panel presented by Ben Wolfe, Jim Wulliman and John Wilner
• November 13: Board of Directors accept final draft of Certification Program

1979 • 1,500 Certifications issued

1981 • FCC First Class License eliminated

1987 • Certified Professional Broadcast Engineer added, includes 20-year experience requirement

1992 • Employer letter option added
• First exams in Spanish
• The SBE Signal lists Certification accomplishments

1993 • Radio Operator Handbook and certification available
• Official abbreviations created (CBT, CBRE, CBTE, CSRE, CSTE and CPBE)
• Computer-based practice tests created

1996 • Audio and Video Engineer levels created (CEA, CEV)

1997 • First CEA and CEV tests administered

1999 • Computer-based practice tests updated
• Private proctoring created
• Multiple essays offered

2000 • CBNT created

2003 • SBE Certification Program recognized by the National Skill Standards Board (NSSB)

2004 • CertPreview launched

2005 • July: CBNT reaches 1,000 certified
• June: AM Directional Specialist introduced

2006 • Certifications are trademark registered

2007 • October: Digital Radio Broadcast Specialist introduced

2009 • SBE CertPreview v. 2 unveiled
• 7th edition of Certified Television Operators Handbook released

2010 • SBE Certified logo introduced

2012 • July: CBNE introduced
• CRO and CTO handbooks available in digital form through Barnes and Noble and Amazon

2014 • Handbook for Radio Operators 2nd ed. released

Certification Chairmen
Jim Wulliman . . . . 1975-1996
David Carr . . . . . . 1996-1998
Terry Baun . . . . . . . 1998-2001
Chris Scherer . . . . 2001-2005
Jim Bernier . . . . . . . 2005-2013
Ralph Hogan . . . . 2013-present

Certification Directors
Jim Wulliman . . . . 1975-1995
Linda Baun . . . . . . 1995-2006
Megan Clappe . 2006-present
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Answer from page 3

A. common collector

A common collector amplifier has a voltage gain of 1, but a high current gain. Its high input impedance (typically 100kΩ or more) and low output impedance (typically 50Ω or so) make it ideal as an impedance matcher. It is often also called a buffer amplifier.
National Elections Ahead: Have You Considered Running?

The national SBE Nominations Committee is looking for capable leaders interested in serving on the national board of directors. Candidates must hold Member, Senior, Life, or Fellow membership status, or be the official representative of an SBE Sustaining Member. All candidates must hold an engineering level certification from the SBE (CBT or CBRE), and if elected, maintain the certification, as well as membership, throughout their terms.

Directors serve two-year terms and are expected to attend two full meetings of the board each year; in the spring during the NAB Show, and in the fall during the SBE National Meeting. Terms of officers are one year. Officers are expected to attend the two full meetings of the board plus two meetings of the executive committee, held each year in January and June.

If you’re interested in running, contact Ted Hand, CPBE, 8-VSB, AMD, DRB, chairman of the Nominations Committee, at thand@sbe.org or 704-335-4732.

Recognize Excellence: The SBE Awards

- Recognize the outstanding efforts of your SBE peers by submitting a nomination for the 2015 SBE Awards. Categories include: Chapter Engineer of the Year
- Best Chapter Newsletter
- Best Chapter Website
- Most Interactive Chapter
- Best Frequency Coordination Effort
- Robert W. Flanders SBE Engineer of the Year
- James C. Wulliman SBE Educator of the Year
- Best Technical Article
- Technology Award

Submit your nominations today. Access the form at sbe.org/awards.
SBE Schedule of Events

Saturday, April 11
- Ennes Workshop . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 a.m. - 5:40 p.m.
  Conference registration required
  LVCC South Hall Meeting Room S219
- Certification Committee Meeting . . . . . 6:30 - 11 p.m.
  Westgate Resort Conference Room 9

Sunday, April 12
- SBE Board of Directors Meeting . . . . . 8:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.
  Westgate Resort Conference Rooms 9 and 10
- Education Committee Meeting . . . . . . . 3 - 4:30 p.m.
  Westgate Resort Conference Room 10

Monday, April 13
- Frequency Coordinators Meeting . . . 3:30 - 5 p.m.
  Westgate Resort Conference Room 7
- Fry’s Gift Card Daily Booth Giveaway
  Courtesy of Nemal Electronics

Tuesday, April 14
- SBE Certification Exams . . . . . . . . 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
  Westgate Resort Conference Room 14
- Frequency Coordinators Meeting . . . . 8:30 - 10:30 a.m.
  Westgate Resort Conference Room 13
- Fry’s Gift Card Daily Booth Giveaway
  Courtesy of Ka You Systems
- SBE Spring Membership Meeting . . . . . . . 6 - 7 p.m.
  Blackmagic Design Studio Camera giveaway, plus other prizes
  LVCC South Hall Meeting Room S228
- SBE Member Reception . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 - 8 p.m.
  Five Fire HD 7 tablets giveaway courtesy of Emerson
  LVCC South Hall Meeting Room S228

Wednesday, April 15
- Fry’s Gift Card Daily Booth Giveaway
  Courtesy of Blackmagic Design

---

Ask the Experts
These SBE members or employees of SBE sustaining member companies are presenting or speaking at the NAB Show.

- Jay Adrick; GatesAir
- James Leifer; CPBE; iHeartMedia
- John Lyons; CPBE; The Durst Organization
- Sam Matheny; NAB
- Larry Oaks; Meredith
- Wayne Pecena; CPBE, 8-VSB, DRB, CBNE; Texas A&M University - KAMU
- Skip Pizzi; NAB
- John Poray, CAE; SBE
- Ronald Rackley; du Treil, Lundin & Rackley, Inc.
- Tom Ray; Tom Ray Broadcast Consulting
- Mike Rhodes; Cavell, Mertz and Associates
- RJ Russell, CPBE; Journal Broadcast Group
- Dan Rayson; CBNT, Cavell, Mertz and Associates
- Kim Sacks, CBNT; CBS Radio
- John Schadler; Dielectric
- Philipp Schmid; Nautel
- Joe Snelson, CPBE, 8-VSB; Meredith Local Media Group
- Barry Thomas, CPBE, DRB, CBNE; Wilks Broadcasting
- So Vang; NAB
- Charlie Vogt; GatesAir
- S. Merrill Weiss, CPBE; Merrill Weiss Group
- Kelly Williams; NAB

---

SBE Booth Hours
- **Sunday**: 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
- **Monday**: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
- **Tuesday**: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
- **Wednesday**: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
- **Thursday**: 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

SBE Booth Sponsors
- Blackmagic Design
- Ka You Systems
- Nemal Electronics

---

Westgate Conference Rooms
three hours will go by in a flash, and your notes will likely join your reference material.

Radio, given its lower bandwidth requirements, has been effectively all-IP for some time. Barry Thomas of Wilks Broadcasting starts with a look at the state of the art and direction of that piece of broadcast engineering. But why is IP taking over all of broadcasting and media? It’s hard to realize at first the long and deep ramifications far beyond the connector change I trivialized earlier. Stan Moote covers the deep and involved reasons television too will convert from serial digital interfaces and cross-point routing to an all-IP fabric.

Thomas Edwards (VP of engineering and development at Fox), Peter Chave (technical leader at Cisco Systems), Kevin Gross (AVA Networks, and the expert on AES-67), Paul Briscoe (all about timing), Charles Meyer (CTO production, Grass Valley), Mark Hilton (VP, Grass Valley), and Mo Goyal (Evertz Microsystems) take on everything from software-defined networks and precision time protocol to the emerging SMPTE and IT standards coming together to make even 4K practical.

This is all way too heavy for a whole day, so the program also includes a couple of diversions. John Lyons will look at the changing RF climate in the Big Apple: Jay Holden (who writes widely of such things) will bring us up to date on lighting, Steve Lampen (Belden) closes with how to do all of this in the physical layer. By the way, there are four SBE Educator of the Year award recipients involved in this year’s program.

The Harold Ennes Educational Foundation Trust grants scholarships and is involved with the funding and presentation of broadcast engineering-related educational programs, seminars and workshops. It also helps to underwrite costs associated with publishing technical books and manuals. The Trust is supported by many chapter donations as well as support from the industry and individuals. Of the entire year, I hope you find this the most rewarding day.

Visit the SBE Booth to...

The Society of Broadcast Engineers is in booth L30. We’re in the lobby at the north end of the South Hall Upper near the escalators. While you’re at the NAB Show, stop at the booth so you can:

- **Browse the books.** A wide range of books from the SBE Bookstore are available for purchase.
- **Show your SBE pride.** Pick up something with the SBE logo to show your pride in membership, such as a shirt, tumbler or pin.
- **Renew your membership or join.** You can renew or join online or via mail, but if you’re already there, take care of business.
- **Meet the staff and board.** Have a question about the SBE or our services? Your questions can be answered in person.
- **Win a prize.** We have a daily booth drawing, so stop by and drop your entry into the box.
- **Meet colleagues.** Because the SBE booth is not on the exhibit floor, it’s an ideal place to meet before moving on.
TV Audio Crawls and Emergency Information: The Deadline Looms

May 26, 2015 is, as of right now, the deadline set by the FCC in an April, 2013 Order in Docket 12-107 for all TV stations in all markets to make emergency crawls accessible to the blind and visually impaired. This has to be done by running an audio representation of the crawl on the SAP channel. We have long known of this impending deadline, but so far we haven’t been able to do anything about it because none of the equipment manufacturers have as yet been able to devise a solution that works for all situations (EAS, weather, news ticker alerts, etc.).

Pursuant to the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010, the FCC’s 2013 Report and Order adopted rules requiring that emergency information in video programming be made accessible to the blind or visually impaired, and that certain apparatus be capable of delivering video description and emergency information to those individuals. Emergency information is defined as “information about a current emergency that is intended to further the protection of life, health, safety, and property, i.e., critical details regarding the emergency and how to respond to the emergency.” Emergencies covered include tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tidal waves, earthquakes, icing conditions, heavy snows, widespread fires, discharge of toxic gases, widespread power failures, industrial explosions, civil disorders, school closings and changes in school bus schedules resulting from such conditions, and warnings and watches of impending changes in weather. “Critical details” include specific details regarding the areas that will be affected by the emergency, evacuation orders, detailed descriptions of areas to be evacuated, specific evacuation routes, approved shelters or the way to take shelter in one’s home, instructions on how to secure personal property, road closures, and how to obtain relief assistance.”

Broadcasters must air a tone along with on-screen crawls or graphics signaling to the blind or sight-impaired to switch to a SAP channel for emergency information. That channel will also include an audio version of the emergency text message. Cable and other program providers are also required to carry the audio. The elements of the requirements are as follows:

- Speech versions of text must be aired on the SAP channel
- Three warning tones must be given on both the main and the SAP channels
- TTS is allowed, but it must be intelligible and have correct dialect for the area of use
- Speech versions of crawls must be repeated twice
- Speech to text is not necessary if the crawl is performed during a newscast at a scheduled time.
- If there is aired a map or graphic on the screen with the text or crawl, there must be an audio description of the map or graphic.

All broadcasts relating to the following events must be converted from text to speech: tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tidal waves, earthquakes, icing conditions, heavy snows, widespread fires, discharge of toxic gases, widespread power failures, industrial explosions, civil disorders, school closings and changes in school bus schedules.

With respect to airing a complete listing of school closings during programming, the FCC said it will leave it to the good faith judgment of the broadcaster to decide whether school closings and school bus schedule changes result from a situation that is a current emergency based on its severity and potential to threaten life, health, safety, and property. This leaves a lot to interpretation. For example, lists of school closings may go on for over an hour, because they must be repeated twice. This could preclude all other types of program audio on the SAP channel. Was that intended? While it is clear that stations do not have to provide viewer support such as an 800-number telephone line, The FCC order does not state whether EAS RWT/ RMTs must be converted to speech or not. It is clear that EAS warnings must be converted to speech.

The real problem here is that manufacturers may not have equipment sufficient to implement this new obligation in time for broadcasters to meet the deadline. There is some discussion now about a proposal to extend the May 26 deadline. While there is no statutory time limit, the FCC said in 2013 that the secondary audio stream is currently used for video description, and televisions and navigation devices have long included the ability to access secondary audio streams. So it didn’t expect any further action will need to be taken by manufacturers of most apparatus subject to the rules to come into compliance.” If you have input on an extension of the deadline, let us know fast.

Thanks to SBE board member Ted Hand, CPBE, 8-VSB, AMD, DRB, for his assistance in providing background information for this article.
SBE Commitment to Publishing Educational Resources Continues

Over the past 20 years, the SBE has published a number of books for use by our members. These have included handbooks for radio and television master control operators and station chief operators, a book on creating station operations manuals, the EAS Primer and a book about DTV-RF. Several years ago we also jointly published several books with Focal Press. Topics included HD Radio implementation, antenna zoning and basic NEC.

The handbooks mentioned are still in print. In fact, several thousand copies of each of the two operator handbooks have been sold over the years. Hundreds of SBE members and others have earned the SBE TV or radio operator certification as a direct result of using these publications to prepare for the exam.

We recently announced that the second edition of the SBE Certification Handbook for Radio Operators has been released. Many different sections of the book, written by Ron Bartlebaugh, CBNT, have been updated. Ron recently retired from WKSU-FM at Kent State University in Ohio. The second edition is also available in digital format through Amazon.com and BarnesandNoble.com. Because the online commercial sellers don’t allow us to pair the exam with the sale of the book, the exam is sold separately through the SBE national office (the cost of the print versions include the optional exam). Regardless of format, the cost of the combined book and exam is the same.

The SBE has two new important books in the works. Soon to be released is a book being written by SBE members Fred Baumgartner, CPBE, CBNT, and Nick Grbac, CBT, CTO, titled, Television Operations – A Handbook of Technical Operations for TV Broadcast; On Air, Cable, Mobile and Internet. It covers the concepts, practices and the regulations inherent in the job of TV master control operations. The book is specifically designed for those with a minimum to moderate amount of master control exposure. The authors also say that experienced operators and non-technical managers will also benefit from this text. The SBE is the publisher.

In the works for release later this year is the SBE Broadcast Engineering Handbook – Hands-on Guide to Station Design and Maintenance. This publication, expected to be approximately 1,000 pages in length, will cover a wide range of television and radio topics geared toward the working station engineer. To be published by McGraw-Hill, co-authors of the book are Jerry Whitaker, CPBE, 8-VSB, and the SBE. Close to 50 subject-matter experts are contributing to the book that includes sections on audio, video, production topics, DTV transport, RF systems, IT, regulatory and management.

Both of these books are sure to become standard references for the modern broadcast engineer. Be sure to watch for release announcements from the SBE.

2014 SBE Financial Year in Review

The Society of Broadcast Engineers, Inc. completed 2014 with net revenue from all operations of -$15,327. Gross income from all sources was $680,865 while expenses were $696,192. The value of SBE savings and investments as of Dec. 31, 2014 was $1,112,783. Total SBE assets as of Dec. 31, 2014 were $1,133,566, a decrease of $15,327 over 2013.

A percentage breakdown of SBE income and expenses is depicted in the accompanying charts. A financial statement will be published in the June issue of The Signal, following completion of the Society’s annual financial review.
Update on ATSC 3.0

The broadcast industry has long operated based on the use of a common open standard. Broadcast equipment manufacturers build equipment compliant with the standard, broadcasters transmit signals that are compliant with the standard, and CE manufacturers sell equipment compliant with the standard— with an end result that consumers can watch any broadcast television channel with any TV they’ve purchased.

While ATSC 1.0 (based on A/53) has been quite successful – providing digital HDTV, surround sound, multicasting and electronic program guides (among other things) – it is based on technologies available in the mid-1990s. Technologies and viewer expectations have changed significantly since that time, notably:

- Physical layer technologies have been developed that approach the Shannon limit.
- Spectrum is becoming increasingly scarce.
- Major improvements have been made in video and audio coding efficiency.
- Audio has become more efficient, personal and immersive.
- Interactivity has become expected on the part of consumers.
- Delivery paths other than broadcast have become commonplace.
- Mobile devices have proliferated.
- Tablets are in widespread use.

These developments, taken collectively, have reshaped the television landscape.

It has become clear that to adapt to consumers’ changing habits and demands, a new system is needed by broadcasters to support new viewing behaviors. Such a system must include the capability to evolve with consumer demands, and thus provide extensibility that permits future adaptation. “Television” is now “viewed” in a variety of ways, through a growing range of media sources and delivery platforms. Among these, the Internet has become a major source of television content for consumers. Developing a new DTV system that incorporates all of these new elements is now not only desirable, but has become essential. The current work on the ATSC 3.0 next-generation broadcast standard is meant to address these issues, using advanced transmission and video and audio coding techniques to bring new and creative services to viewers.

Broadly stated, the goal of the ATSC 3.0 work is to improve the television viewing experience, add value to the broadcast service platform (including extending the reach and adding possible new business models) and to address the changing consumer behaviors and preferences. A choice was made early in the process to not require backwards compatibility, which allows major steps forward (but at the cost of a more difficult transition to the new system).

To complete this work, a number of system layers must be addressed, as shown in Figure 1 (with the associated ATSC Specialist Groups identified).

Physical Layer

The physical layer is the core transmission system that is the basis for any over-the-air broadcast service. The physical layer is focused on modulation and coding, emission waveforms, and other common system elements.

Multiple types of TV receivers, including fixed devices (such as traditional large screen living room and bedroom TV sets), handheld devices, vehicular screens and portable receivers are being considered in the work on ATSC 3.0. A primary goal of the ATSC 3.0 physical layer is to provide TV service to both fixed and mobile devices. Spectrum efficiency and robust service are some key focus areas. Increased data rates to support new services such as Ultra-High-Definition are a priority as well.

In addition to traditional fixed services, ATSC 3.0 is intended to provide robust mobile services to devices that move, such as phones, tablets, laptops, and personal televisions. Since these devices are likely to move across borders, it is highly desirable that the specification contains core technologies that will have broad international acceptance and enable global interoperability.

The overall physical layer skeleton architecture is illustrated below. Currently, the following baseline features are among those that have been tentatively agreed to:

- OFDM based modulation, with a wide range of guard intervals to mitigate multipath.
- LDPC based FEC, with a wide range of code rates in 2 code lengths (supporting mobile and fixed).
- Wide range of constellation sizes.

The ATSC 3.0 physical layer will provide a large range of possible operating points for broadcasters, all of which are very close to the Shannon limit (the theoretical limit of how much information can be carried over a noisy channel). Basic operating tradeoffs include selecting a lower data capacity/more robust service and/or higher data capacity/less robust service, or points in-between. Broadcasters have the opportunity to choose operating points that support their business models. Through the use of multiple Physical Layer pipes (PLP), it is possible to utilize different operating points simultaneously. For example, devoting a portion of the emission bandwidth to UHD services and the remainder to mobile services.

In the next issue: The Management/Protocol and Application/Presentation Layers.
Enroll for the Leadership Development Course

By Rodney VanSoede

Leadership! We hear and read a great deal about leadership. Some say we are overmanaged and under led. Some say we have a lot of managers, but there is a shortage of real leaders. The SBE Leadership Development Course in August will address just that. We think we know good leadership when we see or experience it. But what is it really?

Leadership is about people, and to be good – really good – it requires an understanding of a lot of people skills, such as communication, motivation, change, teamwork, managing conflict, problem solving, and more. How important is leadership?

The number one reason for failure among the Fortune 500 companies is poor interpersonal skills. Interestingly enough, the number one interpersonal skill that is lacking is communication. We also find the “soft skills” are indeed the hardest skills to develop. We will address that very point.

Leadership has two different meanings that will be explored as we work through the sessions in the SBE Leadership Development Course. First, leadership is the catalyst that transforms potential into a new reality yielding a positive result. As a leader you can be the catalyst to help bring about needed change in yourself, others and your organization. Secondly, leadership is the art and science of getting the job done through the willing efforts of others. The key point: Leadership is an art and a science.

REGISTER TODAY
SBE Leadership Development Course
http://sbe.org/education

This course is designed to help you be prepared and bring about change in yourself, learn about leadership, your personality, motivation, managing conflict, time management, and a whole lot of other points of leadership. We hope to see you there.

Put it on your calendar: Aug. 4 - 6, 2015. The course will be held in Atlanta.

NEW MEMBERS
Lawrence Redmond – Harrisonburg, VA
Gary L. Williamson – Jackson, SC
Matthew Mulder – Englewood, CO
Alan W. Reed – Columbus, KY
Timothy E. Verhein – Bovey, MN
James McMorris – CT
Arthur R. Giles II – Moreno Valley, CA
George P. Kinney – Bethesda, MD
Frederick P. Roe – West Peoria, IL
Robert F. Toader – West Warwick, RI
Roger M. Trujillo – Fayetteville, NC
Jean Paul Betrai – Silver Spring, MD
Alisha N. Digurney – Fort Bragg, NC
Sajjad Hussain – Regina, SK
Ashley L. McGuire – Fort Belvoir, VA
Victor V. Tran – Garden Grove, CA
David J. Abdoos – Schenectady, NY
Patrick W. Cooney – Albany, NY
Ralph J. Walters – Jacksonville, FL
Corey J. Walters – New York, NY
Stephen S. Jackson – Chapel Hill, NC
Joshua A. Witmer – Albuquerque, NM
Kelsey Bick – Boise, ID
James J. Comito – Las Vegas, NV
Shannon M. Finn – Colorado Springs, CO
Sasa Petrovic – Grand Rapids, MI
Philip S. Richardson – Fl Bragg, NC
Robert W. Taylor – Tampa, FL
Ron Trice – Lubbock, TX
Scott Husband – Simi Valley, CA
Brandon L. Issac – Raeford, NC
David Smith – Eugene, OR
Gary Wilson – Los Angeles, CA
Stuart R. Gary – Fred, TX
Josh Grebe – Brookfield, WI
Glen Hurst – Rosedale, MD
Jacob Coonfare – Seminole, FL
Craig Dunren – Las Vegas, NV
Thomas Martinovic – Tampa, FL
Jonathan Owen – Snoqualmie, WA
Paul Sorrò – Mooresville, NC
Hector G. Bordens – Fresno, CA
Michael E. Puri – Madera, CA
Nick Nieth – Castle Rock, CO

RETURNING SENIOR MEMBERS
Albert H. Grossniklaus – Indianapolis, IN

RETURNING STUDENT MEMBERS
Joshua A. Bush – Indianapolis, IN
during the Membership Drive. You could win a prize and you’ll earn a credit on your 2016 dues. See details on page 3.

WELCOME TO THE SBE

NEW STUDENT MEMBERS
Steddar Leggett – Tacoma, WA
Dan A. Neppola – Las Vegas, NV
Jeffrey K. Oestreich – Harrisburg, IL
Keith B. Rash – Odenton, MD
Jonathan D. Cote – Gil Harbor, WA
Harvey C. Crawford – Easton, MD
Jacob M. Davis – Puylup, WA
Sean D. Gehrdt – Hanover, MD
Joshua H. Green – Tacoma, WA
Andrea M. Minor – Shafter, CA
John A. Redoblado – Lakewood, WA
Joaquín Vergara – Spanaway, WA
Christopher Mooy – Odenton, MD

NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Carrie A. Ward – Bala Cynwyd, PA

NEW YOUTH MEMBERS
Brandon T. Jump – Fredericksburg, VA

RETURNING MEMBERS
Geoffrey W. Peacock – Mobile, AL
Jason A. Bryant – Chicago, IL
Robbin A. Enders – Wingham, ON
Mitchell C. Ensley – Hendersonville, NC
Kevin W. Brussard – Houston, TX
Alan E. Muniz – San Antonio, TX
Thed J. Cox – Saint Peters, FL
Juan J. Signora – Durango, Mexico
David J. Smith – Star, ID
Thomas L. Bosacker – Grand Rapids, MI
Michael J. Nigos – Green Bay, WI
Scott D. Washburn – Quincy, IL
Stephen C. Simmons – Hillsburg, PA
Brian K. Broadwater – Alexandria, VA
Kevin L. Thompson – Los Angeles, CA
Benjamin J. Adams – Wayland, MI
Robert A. Nemitz – Tucson, AZ
Brady C. Aldrich – Brandon, MS
John Dombrock – Altamonte Springs, FL
James C. Moore – Greenbriar, AR
Eric B. Fuller – Reston, VA
Andrew E. Lombard – San Diego, CA
Bruce R. Hart – Marion, IL
Mark C. Myers – Livemore, CA
James D. Ocono – Plano, TX
Venant J. Massaba – Levittown, NY

ENNES EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION TRUST

The trust offers scholarship and educational programming and grants that benefit broadcast engineering and the broadcast engineering community. Submit tax-deductible donations, payable to the Ennes Educational Foundation Trust, to the Society of Broadcast Engineers, 9102 N. Meridian St., Suite 150, Indianapolis, IN 46260.

THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING SUPPORTERS FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS

ENNES SCHOLARSHIP
Thomas Alderson, Spokane, WA
Richard Baggetto, Jr., Jefferson, LA
John Batson, Birmingham, AL
Jamie Baumann, San Antonio, TX
James Bulter, Alexandria, VA
John Byrne, Jr., Lyndell, PA
Chapter 88, West Palm Beach, FL
Chapter 2, Northeast, PA
Hai-jong Chon, Woodbridge, CT
Jorge Conde, Guayama, PR
Scott Curtis, Aurora, IL
John Demshock, Altamonte Springs, FL
GREENBERG SCHOLARSHIP
Scott Curtis, Aurora, IL
Craig Fox, Syracuse, NY
Martin Hadfield, Auburn, WA
BATTISON SCHOLARSHIP
E.J. Alexander, Russellville, AR
John Batson, Birmingham, AL
Scott Curtis, Aurora, IL
YOUTH SCHOLARSHIP
Michael Baker, Glen Burnie, MD
Scott Curtis, Aurora, IL
Gregory Foss, Riverside, CA
James Grimes, Evanston, IL
Barry Grossman, Hoboken, NJ
Lance Howell, Erie, PA
David Johnson, Benicia, CA
Rachel Johnson, Milwaukee, WI
Robert Lindner, Reston, VA
Timothy Parish, Sacramento, CA
Jan Przit, Milwaukee, WI
Thomas Rogers, Fort Worth, TX
Robert Sleight, Apex, NC
Christopher Thomas, Vienna, VA
Richard Thomas II, Okemos, MI
Timothy Toole, San Diego, CA
Brian Zittlau, Lehigh Acres, FL
William Harris, Albuquerque, NM
William Reynolds, Sarasota, FL
Milford Smith, Jr., Lawrenceville, NJ
Brian Zittlau, Lehigh Acres, FL
Russell Harbaugh, Southfield, MI
Mark Humphrey, Exton, PA
Brian Zittlau, Lehigh Acres, FL
Dale Harry, Rocklin, CA
Ronald Huckleby, Butte, MT
Curtis Kirk, Tyler, TX
J. Cole McClellan, Austin, TX
Brian Zittlau, Lehigh Acres, FL

The Cleveland Institute of Electronics Earn Your Diploma at Home! Distance learning programs in electronics and computer technology!

Programs offered:
• Broadcast Engineering
• Electronics Tech with FCC
• Electronics Communications
• Industrial Electronics PLC
• Wireless
• Robotics and more!

www.cie-wc.edu
Course descriptions & tuition prices. Request a FREE Course Catalog

www.ciebookstore.com
Learn iPhone Repair, Video Production, PC Repair & more! DVDs, labs & tests. Or call 1-800-243-6464

Registration Certificate 70-11-0002H

1776 E 17th, Cleveland, OH 44114
Member Spotlight: Jim Moore

Member Stats
First Joined the SBE: 1991
Certifications: CPBE, 8-VSB, AMD, CBNT
Chapter: 66
Employer: KMPH/KFRE-TV, Fresno - Sinclair Broadcast Group
Position: Chief Engineer
Location: Fresno, CA

Q. What do you enjoy or value most about your involvement with the SBE?
A. I appreciate my association with engineers who have a great body of experience in the industry, with an attitude of service. They know how to get it done. I participate in local ENG frequency coordination and on the EAS committee. I also value the opportunity to test my understanding of the technology by participating in the SBE certification program. I enjoy the challenge.

Q. What got you interested or started in broadcast engineering?
A. I, like many, entered into broadcasting through a part-time job in college, where I could work a split shift to attend classes. The combination of technical electronics and my study of business at CSU, Fresno has served me well.

Q. Who was your mentor? Who in the industry do you admire?
A. I appreciate the late Randy Stover, a local contract engineer and SBE member, who took the time to show me, a young, inexperienced engineer, how to keep my first small AM radio station on the air, and the value of good engineering practices. I have enjoyed getting to work with many others, including Ben Dawson and Jim Hatfield.

Q. What do you like most about your job?
A. I really enjoy the media business, working with a great group of people, planning, building and maintaining our evolving facilities, and taking advantage of emerging technologies to meet the developing needs of our media consumers.

Q. When I’m not working I...
A. ...really enjoy photography. I come from a long line of photographers, extending back into the days of glass plates and flash powder. I also enjoy flying, motorcycle riding, sailing, amateur radio, and ... occasional quiet evenings at home.

Q. Tell us something others may not know about you.
A. One of my jobs during college was working with tour guides at Hearst Castle, one of the magnificent estates built by the newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst. Occasionally, after the last tour of the day, the staff and visiting members of the Hearst family would gather by the pool. It was easy to imagine what it was like before it became a tourist attraction. It was there at the castle that I developed a deep appreciation for art and its integration into its surroundings. I also was fascinated by what people found interesting, and how they reacted to what they saw.

Live & Local

LiveShot
REAL-TIME WIRELESS BROADCASTING

LiveShot™ - A compact, camera mountable device for streaming HD video and audio from the field to the studio using the public internet. Complete with separate return video and IFB channels with full-duplex intercom/cue channel.

Specially designed to perform on challenging networks. It’s the next generation of video uplink solution for live remote ENG.

VISIT US AT NAB BOOTH C2627

LiveShot® Hub
USB Expandable
Free with every LiveShot® Portable!
Members On The Move

Lucinda Hutter Cavell, senior engineer and practice manager at Cavell Mertz & Associates, will receive the TVNewsCheck fifth annual Women in Technology Leadership Award. The award will be presented during the NAB Show on April 14.

Mark Simpson, CPBE, AMD, DRB, CBNE, is now VP of engineering at Townsquare Media.

Rick Kemp is the principle at R K Engineering.

Dan Slentz has taken over as director of engineering and IT at Ft. Myers/Sun Broadcasting, Ft. Myers, FL.

Shane Toven, CBRE, CBNT, has become a marketing manager at the Telos Alliance.

Have a new job? Received a promotion? Let your fellow SBE members know. Send your news to Chriss Scherer at cscherer@sbe.org.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

The SBE @ the NAB Show
See page 8 for full details

SBE Certification Exams
NAB Show
April 14, 2015
Application deadline is closed.

SBE Certification Exams
Local Chapters
June 5 - 15, 2015
Application deadline is April 10.

SBE Leadership Development Course
Atlanta
Aug. 4 - 6, 2015

N2-GEN®
Nitrogen Generators
Tried. Tested. Proven.

Searching for military grade reliability? You’ve found it.

Introducing the most dependable and compact Nitrogen Generators designed specifically for Transmission Line Pressurization.

info@southteksystems.com | 888.526.6284

TL-1725TS Nitrogen Generation System